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Pupils need to gain an understanding of the terms Sportsmanship, Gamesmanship and Deviance.  Being able to apply these with practical examples is crucial.  Following on from 
this, we are about to start a new section "Sports Psychology".  We will discuss the importance of goal setting.  Work will be set throught the class notebook as an assignment, but 
there will also be tutorials to watch within the everlearner, plus some exam style questions to work through.  The work will take about three hours to complete and will be 
avaialable from the start of lesson 1pm Tuesday and due in Sunday evening.

Complete package analysis task ready for submission by the end of the week. We will review your work so far during the tutorial at 13:30 on Thursday afternoon. Any questions 
before then send me a message.  

Lesson 2 Relating abiotic and biotic factors to your chosen ecosystem site.Any problems contact me and we have a group tutorial on Monday 1 to 1.30 pm 

We will be carrying out further revision and practice questions to do with module two: the Interwar years, 1918-39. We will focus especially on the source-based questions.

Your work is set in Teams and in Ms Hornung's absence, alternative support will be provided as per ParentMail.

The Impact of technology and the Internet on our lives in the last 40 years - very topical now! Some websites to visit, some questions to answer, a video to watch. All instructions in 
Assignment with marks per question. Read essay instructions carefully. Meeting 11.00 Wednesday. Deadline Friday.

Our online Tutorial is on Friday, 10am. This week we will start a new unit, “Where you live”. In the first session we will revise rooms and furniture, using Powerpoint presentations, 
work on a longer reading text and work on tasks in the textbook and the workbook. We will work on prepositions and the dative case. We will also work on vocabulary or house 
types and places, using the learning platforms Quizlet and The Language Gym. Finally, pupils will write a text describing where they live. 

Lesson 2 Relating abiotic and biotic factors to your chosen ecosystem site.Any problems contact me and we have a group tutorial on tuesday 1 to 1.30 pm 

Photography UTA BARTH  Powerpoint. Research the photographer. Photograph shadows made by light coming through a window. Photograph the movement of fabric in the wind. 
Create a photoshoot exploring shallow depth of field and deliberate blurring. Set up a still life of glass and glass bottles. Create shadows by shining light through and photograph. 
Send your completed powerpoint by 24/4/2020. I will give feedback of previous task during Fridays lesson time.

On Monday you should continue with the work on nano-particle catalysts.  Monday is my 'twilight' session so I will be on-line from 4-6pm if you require any help.  This topic should 
be handed in by 8:00pm Monday.  Our Thursday topic will be on the effect of concentration on the rate of reaction.  This will require you to use Excel to plot data.  I will put two 
tutorials on Teams - Files that will guide you through how to produce the graphs and calculate the rate.  We have done this before, just not using Excel.  Once we have plotted the 
data you will be able to use collision theory to explain the results.

Week Commencing 20/04/2020

We are looking at the Poem 'Osymandias', which is on Lit Paper 2. All the work is on the Team page under files, in Class Notebook and on the group chat. You have until next Monday 
(27th April) to complete the tasks. Do them on Word and share with me. Catch up chat is Monday 20th at 10am.

Meeting at 11am British time, Monday to discuss tense revision and the next set of work which will be a project based on a topic of the pupil's choice. 

Skills Check. Book work this week will be drawing quadratic graphs and solving where they intersect with straight lines using  graphical methods (reading from the graph). Lots of 
drawing and lots of accuracy needed - I will be asking to see a selection of exercise books so please keep it neat and readable

This week we'll be looking at some of the skills for language paper 1. We'll meet at 10:30 on Monday after you've had some time to look at the work and we'll talk through some of 
the points in the assignment.

There is a video to watch on the area of a circle then you ALL need to be in the group chat on Tues at 10.15 so we can work on an area problem together. You will also have your 
weekly skills check.

Continuing from last week's work on Greek theatre, the class are split into groups (allocated on the assignment). They must create a performance version of an extract of Greek 
chorus and send the video to Mrs Jeeves. There will be a voice/video call at 1.15pm on Thursday to talk through the work. It is Shakespeare's birthday on Thursday and fancy dress is 
optional for this call. 

205ta - Composition - Your task this term will be creating your RockSchool composition. You each have been given the brief and have created your compositional plan (there are 
spare briefs available in the files area). Your task for this week  is to work on your lyrics for your composition (at least two verses and a chorus written), follow through the help sheet 
to guide you through this process, also complete the worksheet (attached in assignments) to write your lyrical ideas in. As you usually have two double lessons a week, you should 
be spending at least 2 hours on this task (you can spend more however), for the final 40 minutes you can have personal practice time or listening time. Your work should be 
submitted by Friday 24th April to the Assignments area and I will be providing feedback by the following Friday. There will be a group chat at 1:15pm on the Tuesday to make sure 
you all understand what you have to do and can ask any questions. I will also be available on chat during your lesson time (Tuesday 1-3) and also my twilight session (Wednesday 
4pm-6pm).              

Art - Light & Shade Task 2 Powerpoint. Create a paper origami sculture of an animal (use the internet to find instructions). The complete an observation drawing of your sculture 
using shading techniques to show the smooth surfaces. Send photos of your completed sculpture and drawing by 24/4/2020. I will give feedback of previous marks during Fridays 
lesson time.

Subjects

"Our new topic is Astrophysics - an introduction to Astronomy. We're going to use it to consolidate Y10 knowledge and skills with something hopefuly of interest. Students will 
keep a night sky journal, make an astrolabe, learn about the creation of the Universe, the birth and death of stars, how we observe space with the naked eye and hiow astronomers 
use a variety of telescopes. All their tasks can be collated into a final project. Our scheduled chat-in is Mondays at 2:30pm for up to 30 mins. Send in questions using the chat in 
teams at any time. The first task is an introduction to Astronomy to be due back in by next Monday.              "              

International aid and Nigeria. Read the text (attached for those who do not have their textbook). Answer the questions set on the Word document. Pay attention to how many 
marks you will get for each question. This should take you the allotted time. We will have a meeting at 1.00pm on Thursday 23/04/20 for everyone to discuss any issues from last 
week's work. This week's work is due in on Monday 27/04/20 at 11.00am.

The Chocolate Project.  A bit of research into the beginnings of chocolate making at Cadbury's in this country, finding out about existing products and creating a poster (either on 
the computer or hand drawn) to show all the varieties available from Cadbury's.  Next a bit of market research asking your family/friends their preferences and finally coming up 
with the design of a new chocolate product that is as unique as you can.  All details, website links, videos etc. in Assignment. Meeting 13.30 Tuesday. Deadline Friday.


